ABSTRACT Video-based lip activity analysis has been successfully used for assisting speech recognition for almost a decade. Surprisingly, this same capability has not been heavily used for near real-time visual speaker retrieval and verification, due to tracking complexity, inadequate or difficult feature determination, and the need for a large amount of pre-labeled data for model training. This paper explores the performance of several solutions using modern histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) features, several quantization techniques, and analyzes the benefits of temporal sampling and spatial partitioning to derive a representation called LipActs. Two datasets are used for evaluation: one with 81 participants derived from varying quality YouTube content and one with 3 participants derived from a forwardfacing mobile video camera with 10 varied lighting and capture angle environments. Over these datasets, LipActs with a moderate number of pooled temporal frames and multi-resolution spatial quantization, offer an improvement of 37-73% over raw features when optimizing for lowest equal error rate (EER).
INTRODUCTION
Modern embedded systems can access and interact with secure personal and financial systems anywhere a network connection is available. Increasingly, mobile phones and interactive kiosk-style booths allow users to securely purchase services and conduct personal banking transactions without a cumbersome point-of-sales system or weakly secure ATM-or credit-card reader. The inherent danger in these transactions is the use of untrusted desktop or terminal interfaces, requiring the user to authenticate his or her identity with security tokens that are easy to replicate or steal by unauthorized users. Fortunately, low cost digital cameras allow embedded systems to combine several traditional tokens, like a personal device (a mobile phone) and private knowledge (a PIN or password), with biometrics that are unique to each user, like the user's face (a static image) or mannerisms (a live video). In this work, LipActs are introduced and comprehensively analyzed as a biometric feature combining the strengths of computer vision techniques from human activity detection and general scene classification.
The remaining sections in this paper are defined as follows. Section 2 describes prior works and their contributions to this task. Section 3 describes methods evaluated in this work and section 4 explores experiments used to qualify the impact of each method. Section 5 and 6 offer concluding remarks and acknowledgements.
PRIOR WORK
LipActs are derived from prior research in two branches of computer vision algorithms: activity recognition and general object retrieval.
Activity recognition mainly focuses on tracking-based techniques and their representations. Early works used object tracking [1] with rigid models that could recognize appendages of a person and construct a (inner) skeleton or (outer) contour silhouette. Color, edge, and optical flow were heavily employed in foreground and background models to distinguish human and non-human activities but studies demonstrate that there is no general configuration, feature type, or tracking approach suitable for all different activities and camera viewpoints. Similar variability is also found in lip activity recognition and verification. Augmenting speech techniques to pair the motion and shape of one's lips and audible utterances, the most common line of research utilized a lip-tracking approach and focused on varied representations of the lip region [2] . Analyzing lip pixels, one approach located lip regions and compressed their pixel intensities with Eigen-based representations [4] , while another computed motion velocity in spatial and temporal planes [3] .
Scene and object research works increasingly leverage information retrieval (IR) strategies. IR tasks are more forgiving than recognition tasks because performance is often measured by analyzing a ranked list of results, not a list of binary decisions. One such seminal large-scale work quantized points in an image into a small word-like vocabulary for indexing [5] . This representation is ideal because a continuous feature space is flattened into a bag-of-words (BoW) model that uses standard term frequency and inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) metrics. Subsequent works adapted BoW implementations to encompass bag-of-features (BoF) for any set of high-dimensional features that also incorporate scale and spatial information [6] . Moving from images to video, histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) features are favored because of their robustness to low-quality environments and their generality for motion-based activities [7] . Similar to its static counterparts, HOG features are derived from gradients computed within small regions of a regular grid where gradients are binned into oriented histograms. With multistage tracking, modified HOG features (called 3D-HOG) can reliably detect complex human actions like "smoking" and "drinking" [8] . While this approach effectively uses dimensionality reduction of HOG features for activity classification, it requires tracking and the visibility of large-scale objects (torso, face, hands).
APPROACH
This section describes tracking, temporal, and spatial configurations considered when constructing a lip-based method for visual speaker retrieval and recognition. In the following discussions, HOG features are denoted as a row of values xi for sample i with M dimensions and yi is the intermediate representation of xi with N dimensions. Also, let |X| represent the total number of all samples of type x. Figure 1 illustrates LipActs computation, explained further below.
Lip Region Selection
During its formulation, it was important that the LipActs framework did not depend on a complex region tracking system. Many modern approaches achieving high performance in activity recognition either rely heavily on object tracking or generic point detectors and generic statistics. Early works utilize region tracking for lip-assisted speech recognition [2] , [4] , [3] . Specifically, precise lip contours are mapped into shape vocabulary and landmark points along the tracked lips as registration points for image rectification and template matching with a principle component analysis (PCA) or Eigen-based method. Two notable pitfalls of region trackers are the tendency to over-fit detection criterion for specific appearances during training, such that a slight data domain shift breaks the tracker, and the requirement that a lot of training data is available. This paper leverages the retrieval nature of LipActs to overcome information losses that occur without precise lip region detection. To avoid the inclusion of non-lip features, a top-level face detector is utilized to determine an initial pixel region in an image. A boosted cascade [10] detects frontal face regions that are stabilized with a naïve averaging process that accommodates minor changes in detected region size or position. Within a face region, a lip region is detected either from a secondary detector, here an additional cascade, or a fixed region of the face. For fixed region extraction, a heuristic analysi found that lips reside in the lower third of detected face images, such that cropping 60% off of the top and 30% of each side of the face region produced reasonable results. The resulting lip image is 40% the original width and 40% the original height, but the image is square only if the original face region was. Before feature extraction begins, the algorithm also expands the region by 10% to capture more lip context. The face and lip detectors have been trained for forward facing (towards the camera) individuals, so retrieval and verification with off-angle views is currently not supported. Fortunately, this is reasonable given that the user is cooperatively interacting with the system for both tasks.
Feature Sampling and Temporal Pooling
The HOG feature alone does not encode any temporal discrimination, so information from several points in time must be combined. One challenge in any activity-based work is choosing an optimal sampling rate for incoming video content. While a sample rate, τ , equal to a video's encoding rate (therefore selecting every frame available in a bitstream) yields the highest performance, such a choice becomes infeasible when deploying in near real-time systems. Concerns about sample rate and low-level feature counts are most commonly balanced by concatenating several raw or delta features. This operation, sometimes referred to as feature pooling, shares roots with audio analysis systems that concatenate t frames of audio frequency features into a single feature vector. Drawing analogies to classic information retrieval with textual documents, feature pooling is also similar to bi-, tri-and N-grams and must therefore reach a similar compromise: too few frames and a distance metric may be unreliable, too many frames and that same metric may produce distances that are too great. For continuity in subsequent discussions, the sample rate to acquire frames from source video is denoted as τ and the number of pooled frames as t. Previous works have used 3 pooled temporal frames to aide speaker recognition [3] , 10 frames for speaker style recognition [9] , or 5 frames for human activity [8] . These works were focused on non-realtime scenarios and optimized their parameter selection for maximal performance but they still provide useful references for typical temporal settings.
Spatial Representations
To motivate the choice of spatial representations, focus is now turned to modern static-and video-based retrieval systems. Both system types typically utilize local features at spatial locations densely distributed in an image or identified by interest operators. After local feature extraction, each of these systems quantizes vectors with a fixed vocabulary, V , of size N often referred to as a bag of words (BoW) or bag of features (BoF) approach. This quantization process can be strictly assigned to a nearest neighbor [5] , soft-weighted to a number of neighbors [6] , or even mapped probabilistically [9] . In each work, the representation resembles a histogram (probabilistic or discrete), which naturally performs well with histogram-based distance metrics and kernels, such as cosine and χ 2 . Although these metrics are less efficient, their ability to match partial information due to quantization errors and interest point detector failures outweigh these extra costs. Complementary to quantization, local features derived from small regions in an image, can also be aggregated by their location. New image and video retrieval works increasingly favor a multi-scalar, multi-region aggregation of local features because this redundant information helps to encode spatial information that is otherwise lost during quantization.
Learning from these prior works, LipActs are formulated as concatenated vectors of soft-quantized HOG space-time features according the process in figure 1 . First, HOG features are extracted and pooled. Following the recommendations of other works [7] , features are computed across 3x5 windows in the available lip region. Within each window, cells with half the width and height of the window and 50% overlapping pixels (for a total of 9 cells) are analyzed to derive 9 directional histogram bins. This defines the total HOG dimensionality for a single window in a single frame as 81, all windows in a single spatial frame frame as 1215, and a single window with temporal pooling t = 3 as 243. Second, in an off-line, one-time process, a hierarchical clustering is performed on a training set of samples to derive N quantization centroids. Next, for a fixed number of spatial regions, a new histogram of length N is created and initialized to zero. Inspired by others [6] , the cosine distances between every pooled HOG sample in a spatial region and all centroids are computed and only the smallest K distances are retained. These centroid distances are exponentially weighted and the resulting score is added to the appropriate bin of the region's histogram. In LipActs, a soft-weighted sample yi is computed with distance d(a, b) for vocabulary entry n and sample i at nearest-neighbor rank k, such that yi = and N = 400 [6] , N = 1000 and N = 5000, and a final work that utilized Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) with N = 32 mixtures [9] . As in the temporal pooling discussion, these examples do not exactly match this paper's target application with HOG features, but they provide perspective for BoF works.
EXPERIMENTS
The performance of LipActs with various parameter settings was evaluated on two datasets. The first is a set of 30 videos captured on a mobile device (personal), and the second is a set of 81 videos crawled from YouTube (debate). Example output of the face tracker detector failure cases in both datasets are shown in figure 2 . The personal dataset for visual speaker verification, was recorded on an iPhone 4 and three speakers were asked to read ten textual prompts (averaging 7 seconds in runtime) while facing the camera in a mixture of challenging environments (i.e. diverse lighting conditions The equal error rate (EER) metric is used in discussions, for the point in the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve at which the false acceptance rate (probability of accepting 'imposters', FAR) and false reject rate (probability of rejecting 'clients', FRR) are equal. This metric is standard in the verification and biometric communities because it indicates the smallest error possible for a given system. In each evaluation, EER is computed for each test sample and averaged over all samples. The system first computes the L2 (or χ 2 for BoF experiments) distance between all samples in a dataset and retains only the top 1000 results for each sample. From these top results, 100 independent iterations are evaluated in which the algorithm randomly splits the query class into equal-size training and testing partitions and densely samples the ROC curve by varying a distance-based threshold.
Utility of Region Tracking
Region tracking is often cited as a necessary component in lipreading and other biometric verification works. In this evaluation, the sampling rate was τ = 10f ps and temporal frame pooling was set to t = 3. Table 1 illustrates the mean EER across the two datasets with different methods for detecting lip regions. As expected, the fixed region performs better (lower EER) because it is not susceptible to detector failure for the debate dataset (0.0173 vs. 0.0859).
For the personal dataset, a second evaluation that defined 30 unique classes (one class for each video in the dataset) instead of only 3 was also performed to see if the small class count was creating an artificially simple test scenario. In this evaluation, the fixed region performed better and its EER (0.0285) was larger the previous evaluation (0.0173) because the 30 classes differed only by environment and not both environment and person. The EER results with more classes are given more consideration because they more closely resembles a realistic verification system with hundreds or thousands of classes. These results demonstrate that in unconstrained or kiosk-like environments, lip tracking methods are harmful if they are highly trained for a specific domain. If the capture environment is well-controlled and the speaker's face is quite large (i.e. covers a large pixel area), requiring a lip-based tracker does not significantly improve performance. Further, if the user is actively engaged (as in a verification scenario), he or she may cooperatively improve recognition with feedback from the system. Table 1 . EER of speaker retrieval with and without lip tracking.
Sampling and Temporal Pooling
The best choice of settings for sampling frequency τ , and temporal pooling t are not easy to find. Depending on the available resources and target platform (i.e. mobile, off-line, real-time), varying compromises must be made. Figure 3 illustrates the effects of additional frame pooling frames and sampling. Intuitively, more samples and more relevant examples improve EER. Interestingly the personal dataset sampled at τ = 5f ps or τ = 15f ps EER show only marginal improvements. Looking at the effects of frame pooling, an inverse relationship is found. As more frames are pooled, each sample becomes increasingly distinct and distances for retrieval become more separable. This finding agrees with traditional IR literature: always perform dimensionality reduction on raw features to represent them with the smallest amount of highly distinctive information. Future work may show that projections also help LipActs performance. Fig. 3 . Mean EER (lower is better) of speaker retrieval while varying video sample rate, τ , and number of pooled HOG frames, t. At each sample rate, the total frame count is drawn as a black line.
Personal Dataset
Lessons from the temporal analysis are mixed. Dense sampling produces more training data and yields better performance. However, higher sample rates may not be feasible due to added time costs of a face detector, an optional lip detector, HOG feature extraction, and feature quantization. In these experiments the absolute EER gain was only slightly greater than 0.01 (0.0815 down to 0.0707) for the personal dataset, but the sampling requirements were quintupled (5fps to 25fps!), so low-resource platforms should look elsewhere for performance gains. For temporal pooling, generally less is better, indicating that lower dimensionality is acceptable. However, pooling adjustments must be made carefully because subsequent dimensionality reduction or learning techniques may better utilize information from these dimensions and thus amplify smaller gains seen here.
Partitioning and Representation
Key questions to be answered by multi-scalar and spatial partitioning evaluations are: what are good BoF vocabulary sizes for LipActs features and how does the temporal pooling of HOG features benefit from a multi-scalar analysis. All evaluations here use raw HOG features extracted from a fixed lip region and temporal pooling and sampling rates are respectively t = 2 and τ = 5f ps for the personal dataset and t = 2 and τ = 20f ps for the debate dataset. Each BoF quantization vocabulary is computed for each dataset and size using a maximum of 1M samples, which actually includes all of the available samples of the personal dataset. A secondary evaluation not included here was used to validate that over-fitting effects are insignificant while training a single quantization vocabulary. The results in figure 4 confirm that a multi-scalar spatial partitioning is valid. First, quantized features almost always perform better than raw HOG features. Second, multi-scalar partitioning (2x2+1x1) is generally better than global quantization alone (1x1) in datasets with relatively homogenous samples or when smaller vocabulary sizes are utilized. The personal dataset shows consistent EER improvements for increased vocabulary sizes and multi-scalar partitioning. The debates dataset however, perhaps as an indicator of its diversity, indicates best EER performance with a vocabulary of only N = 1000 and a single global partition (1x1). While the scale of these differences are surprising, they are not unexpected given the lower quality of the video, smaller face region, and detection errors demonstrated in figure 2 . In this experiment, large vocabularies are favored for LipActs regardless of the target dataset's homogeneity. However, this plot does not indicate additional resource and time costs (here, almost doubled for each vocabulary size increase), which are important factors for implementations. Similarly, multi-scalar quantization should generally be used if resources are available.
Performance Comparisons
As the previous sections demonstrate, a mindful selection of parameters for LipActs features can realize significant gains in EER. The goal of this work is to determine the optimal settings of LipActs features for visual speaker retrieval and verification. Here, parameters are chosen for a mobile platform using the personal dataset (τ = 5f ps, t = 2, 2x2+1x1 partitions, and N = 2000) and a kiosk-like platform using the debate dataset (τ = 20f ps, t = 2, 1x1 partitions, and N = 1000). Using these optimal settings, the same lip regions used above are processed for DCT (first 15 coefficients), edgemap (Em) (K=60), and LBP-TOP (radius=3,neighbors=8) features with 30% oversampling as described in other works [3] . With the same testing conditions used in this paper, the table below demonstrates that an optimal LipActs feature setting outperforms traditional features without needing speaker-dependent models. Table 2 . Mean EER (lower is better) comparison of LipActs and other lip-motion features for verification.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, techniques were evaluated for visual speaker retrieval and verification. Efficient representations of HOG features called LipActs were determined by considering the sample rate, number of frames in temporal pooling, the presence of a lip tracker, the type of spatial partitioning, and size of quantization vocabulary. Two datasets, one focused on generic, in-the-wild retrieval and the other focused on verification in a mobile environment were simultaneously evaluated to reach these insights. Spatial partitioning and quantizing vocabulary size had the largest effect on performance. Tradeoffs for the sampling rate and number of frames considered in temporal pooling were roughly equivalent. A lip region detector versus a fixed region specification was important only for datasets where the capture conditions were well-controlled. With this baseline system and formulation benchmarked, future work with LipActs features could evaluate alternative HOG representations, construct speakerdependent authentication models with machine learning techniques and analyze performance on alternative datasets.
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